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As technology affine urban landscape architects,
working in Asian mega cities, we conduct research on
urbanity beyond prime premises and nice
neighbourhoods with maximum tourist potential.We
roam through crowded and super narrow, widely
informal city layouts, where we apply our digital
fieldwork equipment and conduct design work. In these
places we test low cost cameras and camera drones,
tools that had been developed as documentation
equipment for outdoor sportspersons respectively
playthings for all the world.Technically limited, if not
insufficient and physically labile, these basic tools help
us to experiment in the field without problematic loss
risks and without scaring people on site. In this paper,
we describe a method of on-site data and image
gathering, which allows the processing of 3D models of
labyrinthine informal city spaces.The result of our
study is a three-dimensional puzzle of sufficient
precision, making a widely inaccessible and
undocumented piece of city terrain visible,
understandable and designable.
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1.THEATRE OF OPERATIONS
Kampung Melayu-Bukit Duri is an urban village (kampung) in East Jakarta,
situated at both sides of the Ciliwung River.This meandering river runs
about one hundred kilometres through a five hundred square kilometres
catchment area comprising parts of Bogor in the South and Jakarta in the
North before merging with the Java Sea. It is prone to repetitive flash floods
of cataclysmic proportions, and is affected by an incessant disposal of solid
waste and raw sewage.We tend to call the Cali Ciliwung the ‘plastic river’,
its bed several metres thick now consists of surprisingly fertile layer cake of
plastics (Figure 1), refuse and urban muck mixed-in with sand and finer
sediment, interspersed with beautiful tropical vegetation [1].We are
investigating this area in the course of the research module Landscape
Ecology in the ‘Future Cities Laboratory’, hosted and managed by the
Singapore-ETH Centre for Global Environmental Sustainability [2].
 Figure 1:The riverbed profile
consists of a meter-thick mix of waste
and sediment (Photo: Rekittke, 2011).

2. UNDER THE URBAN CANOPY
In order to build complete and highly detailed models of complex terrain
and urban territory, the direct contact to ground and detail remains
indispensable – for all the growing variety of electronic tools and the
arsenal of available remote sensing technology being deployed by designers
and researchers.Those who have to research, measure and document in situ,
depending on the direct and real-time contact to site and substantiality, we
refer to as ‘foot soldiers’.Those who can independently operate behind the
flat-screen in the lab, we refer to as ‘aviators’. Aviators profit from a large
range of high-end technology – satellites and their data, all sorts of flying
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super-technology and respective precise aerial imagery.Their possibilities are
fuelled by an approaching armada of flying devices carrying high-capacity
cameras and scanners that deliver image data as well as data for precise 2D
imagery, mapping, and 3D modelling [3].
“Being a foot soldier – of GeoDesign [...] – does not mean that the
chosen equipment is not related to the mother technology of the
aviators – satellites, radio, and data networks – rather, it has to be
light, portable and inconspicuous. An ideal stage of operation, for
the GeoDesign foot soldiers, is the informal city, amidst unclear and
labyrinthine urban grounds, street sites or waterscapes.Their
mission is to provide for terrain data and details that cannot be
gathered by the aviators [...].” [3]
The craft of the foot soldier is intricate and laborious – literally ‘dirty work’
[4] – but it is the only way to sort out the many remaining white spots on
the digital world map.Those spots are numerous because situated under
vegetation and other urban canopy like roofs, architectural overhangs and
superstructures, in urban canyons and other labyrinthine urban
environments.Those are places and scales, where aerial sensors fail and
aviators become limited because every remote sensing technology proves
to be blind (Figure 2). Built city environments imply many elements and
typologies more than accessible streetscapes and elevations.The better part
of superficially invisible places have not been beheld by the magic eyes of
Google Streetview, and presumably never will.This is why our meticulous
approach is eventually effective and in demand by the designer.
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 Figure 2: Jakarta, Kampung Melayu –
under the urban canopy. Beneath the
bridge (bottom of image) about 200
people are housing.The river edges
are temporarily submerged and the
tree canopy camouflages the terrain
(Image: Apple Maps, 11/2013).

In developing countries the general data availability is comparatively low,
data quality is often limited and not infrequently outdated. Publicly available
material mostly turns out to be unreliable or deceptive. Furthermore the
informal and often degraded character of the areas we work in, make them
uninteresting for the basically commercial purposes of Google et al. Above
all, the speed of change in megacity contexts considerably accelerates the
expiry date of available material. All these deficiencies are at conflict with an
inevitable need of designers for fresh and highly detailed data in the course
of spatial analysis, which forces them constantly to bring themselves down
to earth, back in situ, where the front-line for design research is located.
Almost every new design case and site calls for novel or adjusted
equipment and methodological subtleties. For academic design studio
missions together with students, often framed by moderate financial room
for manoeuvre, it is essential to operate on a low-cost and low-key level.
We subsume such approach under the term of ‘Grassroots GIS’.
“Grassroots GIS relies on the bottom-up principle, aims on outdoor
design inclusive planting design, and integrates 2D and 3D geospatial
data and tools for the purpose of landscape design activities. By and
by we tend to develop a toolbox and user-generated geospatial
content process that supports mapping, storing, interactive design,
disseminating, and interactive visualizing of landscape architectural
interventions in the context of urban informal settlements. [...] This
[...] calls attention to open source, open standard and cost-free or
low-cost tools and data storage possibilities.” [5]

3. EXPERIMENTATION WITH UNORTHODOX
EQUIPMENT
The described fieldwork campaign took place over a period of six days and
invariably focussed the river and its edges. Initially we conducted our data
gathering process by walking along the banks (Figure 3).This proved to be
 Figure 3:Walking and swinging with
a GoPro HD HERO2 action camera,
attached to a 6 metres long Kamkop
GoPro telescopic mast – capturing
river and terrain (Photo: Paar).
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incredibly tedious and came to a halt when our feet sank too deep into the
sludge and the banks became too steep for walking.
In order to model the course of the river located at 6°13’28. 07”S,
106°51’49. 35”E and 6°13’2. 23”S, 106°51’28 – a distance of 2.86 km, we had
to get onto if not into the river. A lightweight rubber boat was purchased
for this cause.We found a Challenger 4 Inflatable, an iconic dinghy, available
in hardware stores and toy shops (Figure 4).

 Figure 4: Left: Garmin GPS track loaded and visualised in Google Earth with accompanying elevation data expressed as the graph.
Measurements displayed – the Garmin is imprecise – include relative height, speed and duration of the boat trips. Left: First inflation of the
rubber boat (Images: Ninsalam, Paar, 2012).

With an inflated size of approximately 3500 x 1450 x 480 mm it is ideal for
rafting between the floating toilets (getek) and trash-filled riverbanks of the
Ciliwung River. It carries a capacity of four people, sustaining a load of up to
400 kg, sufficient for us and our carried technological arsenal (Figure 5).

 Figure 5:Technological arsenal:
multiple sets of the GoPro HD
HERO2 action camera Outdoor
Edition; Parrot AR Drones 2.0 inclusive
accessories and spare parts; Leica
Disto D8 laser metres; Garmin GPSMAP 60CSx handheld tracking devices;
Apple iPhones and iPads for drone
flight control; additional DSLR cameras;
camera poles etc. (Photo: Rekittke).
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The river currents proved to be a substantial force, both of the originally
supplied inexpensive plastic oars broke during the first of six trips down the
river. No vincible backlash for researchers devoid of fear of ridicule, we
purchased solid replacement. Aboard our vessel we employed a Garmin
GPSMAP 60CSx device for tracking purposes. For digital video taking we
used three combined sets of the GoPro HD Hero2 Outdoor Edition – off
the shelf action video cameras fitted in waterproof housings and attached to
3-way pivots on a telescopic mast (Figure 6).The GoPro camera captures
high resolution videos and photos with a 2.8 mm fix objective. For the
recording of the river trips we chose the 127° medium field of view (FOV)
setting with a HD resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels and a rate of 30 frames
per second. 32GB SD cards were sufficient to cover each trip, meaning
about an hour of uninterrupted filming. A tropics-specific problem had been
the occasional overheating of the cameras, caused during prolonged usage in
the waterproof housing.The camera ceases function when the core
temperature exceeds 48° Celsius.This contributed to the partial loss of
initial recordings before the detection of this issue, much to the chagrin of
the boat crew.

 Figure 6: Requisite handicraft work.
Left:Three GoPro HD Hero2 cameras,
mounted on a telescopic mast. Middle
and Right: Balancing the set in the
middle of the flabby boat (Photos:
Rekittke, NUS MLA students).

In order to visually illuminate completely inaccessible or hidden areas of
the site, we carried an iPad-App-controlled Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 (Figure 7),
being about an inexpensive plaything quadrocopter with an effective range
of about 50 metres, equipped with an in-built on-board video camera,
allowing wireless video recording and transmission via a picture resolution
of 1280 x 720 dpi, a 92° diagonal wide angle lens and a recording rate of 30
frames per second.The drone is remote controlled by the gratis AR.Free
Flight App, which records and transmits data of three sensory functions of
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the aircraft: 1) yaw, pitch and roll movement, registered by an axis gyro
accelerometer; 2) ground altitude, measured by an ultrasonic sensor; 3) x/y
axis ground movement, controlled by a small digital camera located on the
underside of the quadrocopter. Our test flight campaigns – launched from
both land and the boat – were revealing and manifested the possibilities as
well as the limits of the chosen tool.When taking off from a steep and
uneven riverbank, the drone initially worked well and delivered precious
video material but later displayed an ‘Ultrasound Emergency’, presumably
due to the dusty uneven terrain, and finally crashed.When launched from
the boat things went unexpectedly well, the drone smoothly flew and
captured acceptable movies – quod erat demonstrandum.

4. Postprocessing of fieldwork data
The hardware we use for post-processing represents common standards in
computer gamer circles. Grassroot GIS asks for such affordable off-the-shelf
articles and tries to obviate expensive specialties.We use a laptop with a
2.9Ghz 3rd Generation Intel Core i7-3920XM Processor, 32GB RAM
running 64-Bit Windows 7. Most software applied for the described work is
free or open source, which is not a self-imposed maxim but matches our
basic approach. For the post-processing of former fieldwork material we
used the web-based software Autodesk 123D Catch that allows for a
maximum upload of less than one hundred photos at once.This time we
experimented with uploads of up to three thousand photos simultaneously,
via a combination of the chosen softwares, namely VisualSfM version 0.5.20
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 Figure 7:Top Left and Right: Drone
takeoff from the boat. Bottom Left and
Right:The video quality of the inbuilt
camera is moderate (Photos: Paar).

and CMPMVS version 4.0.VisualSfM is a graphics user interface (GUI)
application of Structure from Motion (SfM) [6].The system is based upon
the measured correspondence of image features, such as points, edges and
lines – inferring camera poses from a selection of respective photos [7].
Subsequently the measured camera poses are processed by CMPMVS, a
multi-view reconstruction software, which generates a textured mesh and
reconstructs the surface of the final 3D model [8].VisualSfM attends to the
needs of both basic and advanced users.The resulting product – a point
cloud – then can be processed with the help of CMPMVS.The standard
workflow for VisualSfM and CMPMVS can be abstracted as follows:
1. Upload of the images into the SfM workspace as an image file in
jpg-format.
2. Feature detection and full pairwise image matching (Figure 8), this
generates a set of measured image features and correspondence
[9].
3. Incremental reconstruction, this will start the multicore bundle
adjustment, which calculates the 3D point positions and camera
parameters (Figure 8) from the set of measured image features and
correspondence [10].
4. Dense reconstruction by using a multi-view stereo (MVS)
application – CMPMVS – this performs the textured surface
reconstruction (Figure 9) from the point clouds [8].
The post-processed photographs create a credible three-dimensional
representation of the urban landscape.The process results in meshes, which
allow to describe the site in a rather precise textured surface model.The
generated mesh requires stringent cleaning up. Holes have to be closed and
geometrical artifacts from incomplete photographic overlaps have to be
deleted.This can be done with commercial or open source mesh editors.
These models significantly differ from what a professional photogrammetric
surveyor can achieve. His usual workflow adopts a stringent list of criteria in
developing accurate reconstruction of topographic maps, including metric
calibrated cameras, geo-referenced ground control points and determination
of sun angle for best location with low shadow cast. Our own, less
perfectionist approach results from the mundane need of designers to
sufficiently suggest and visualize probable design interventions in relation to
the as-is-state of any environment (Figure 10).
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 Figure 8:VisualSfM workflow.Top and Bottom: Feature Detection and Bundle Adjustment.
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 Figure 9:
Video output.
Top Left:
Original
image.Top
Right: 3D
Point cloud.
Bottom Left:
3D Shaded
surface.
Bottom Right:
3D Textured
surface
(model).

 Figure 10: Ciliwung River design scenario (in Grasshopper).The yellow lines demarcate the existing profile and the centreline of the
river.The red lines and surfaces project proposed changes (design), suggesting a change in width and height to the existing profile.
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5. BEST SOFTWARE OPTIONS
The Autodesk 123D Catch software offers limited functionality concerning a
detailed determination of the resulting model but it is the best choice for
basic users. Features that hitherto outplay VisualSfM include the
implementation of a reference scale allowing scaling of the entire 3D model,
taking of reference measurements, animation of the 3D model in the
software directly, and a complete 3D surface reconstruction pipeline.The
academic project VisualSfM – a self-running executable file – thrives on
constructive feed-back by an active online user community that constantly
seeks advice and makes suggestions on a Google Groups discussion thread.
VisualSfM stores and processes the selected image material on a local
folder.This bypasses any time consuming and often impractical web-based
upload action and enables the user to check feature matching and sparse
reconstruction processing in the field already. A critical issue during timeconstrained field campaigns, because in semester-long academic design
studios a comeback option is normally not at hand.The main goal of our
research is to achieve the best model quality possible.VisualSfM therefore
currently turns out to be the optimal option (Figure 9).The pipeline allows
a flexible addition of selected photos to integrate and improve existing
models. It also allows manually performed initialization of the automatic
feature detecting process by the determination of a proper pair of
photographs. A ‘Pause’ and ‘Run’ button facilitates the integration of
additional photos during the feature-matching phase. Such sophisticated finetuning is not possible in 123D Catch, it prompts the user to manually define
at least three corresponding points on the sequential images and does not
allow pausing a running reconstruction process. Free and open source
software for the post-processing of captured data has been developed and
manifested in form of various structure-from-motion applications. Our
move from Autodesk 123D Catch to VisualSfM and CMPMVS as a postprocessing platform is justified by the results attained from comparison
tests. In the course of these tests we used 87 photos, taken with a Canon
EOS 600D, f/2.8 ISO-100, focal length 17mm, for the reconstruction of a
river segment.The results were visually assessed.The quality of the textured
surface mesh produced by VisualSfM clearly exceeds the quality of the mesh
produced by Autodesk 123D Catch (Figure 11).
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Figure 11:Top: Screenshot of a model generated from Autodesk 123D Catch. Bottom: Screenshot of the same model generated from VisualSfM.

6. BEST PICTURE CAPTURING METHOD
The quality of the used image material is closely related to the choice of
equipment and capturing methods. In combination this defines the quality of
the final model.We experimented with both photo taking and video filming.
In order to produce still photos from the site we use common standard
DSLR cameras, which deliver expedient imagery of very high resolution.
Our video material was generated by GoPro HD Hero2 action cameras and
Parrot AR.Drones 2.0.The rugged action cameras were initially made for
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sportspersons like free fallers, bungee jumpers, surfers, snowboarders and
others, keen to document their action or the respective environments and
views.The inexpensive drones are considered to be gadgets of iPhone and
iPad owners.The technology of these devices is developing fast and will
achieve impressive functionality, quality and fool-proofness soon.The use of
the chosen tools is practical in harsh environments and small budget
contexts.When using site photos, all available images are fed into the
respective black box – 123D Catch or VisualSfM.Video format recordings
(thirty frames per second) cannot be fed into the system in an unprocessed
form, a certain number of frames (single pictures) have to be extracted. In
order to find out the adequate number of extracted frames, we had to
carry out tests (Table 1). For this purpose we defined a one hundred
seconds sequence of the hour-long footage down the river, approximately
covering a leg of eighty metres.The following parameters were recorded: a)
N-th frame. For example, if n=6, every 6th frame will be extracted, since the
camera records at 30fps, 30/6 = 5fps); b) Frames per second (fps); c)
Approximate distance between each frame in centimetres; d) Number of
images extracted over 100 seconds (# Images); e) ‘Images matched
successfully’ denotes the number of images in the best formed model; f)
‘Greatest percentage of images matched’ considers the product of matched
images divided by the total number of images; g) Time taken (in seconds) to
match the images.
nth

FPS

Frame

Approximate

Number

Images

Greatest

Time

distance

of images

matched

percentage of

taken

successfully

images matched

(seconds)

between frames
(cm)
1
3
6
30
60
150

30
10
5
1
0.5
0.2

 Table 1: Finding the adequate
number of extracted frames (video).
Data extracted over 100 seconds of
video footage.

2.67
8
16
80
160
400

(%)
3000
1000
500
100
50
20

2446
985
435
87
23
7

81.5
98.5
87
87
46
35

The results prompted us to further refine the number of frames used
per second (Table 2), in order to optimise the final digital model.The quality
of the model, at the same reference duration, depreciates over higher rates
of fps extraction. An increased fps extraction increases the chance of
distortion in images due to the higher frequency of unique consecutive
frames produced.Therefore the optimal distance interval between images
for sequential pair-wise matching is approximately 80cm with a 1fps videoto-jpg extraction.
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144060
84180
20520
10800
380
99

nth

FPS

Frame

Approximate

Number

Images

Greatest

Time

distance

of images

matched

percentage of

taken

successfully

images matched

(seconds)

between frames
(cm)
6
10
15
30

5
3
2
1

Table 2: Data extracted over
another set worth 100 seconds of
video footage. Concerning the quality
of the final 3D model, optimal
extraction is 1fps, expressed in 100%
precentage of images matched.

16
26.67
40
80

(%)
500
300
200
100

470
191
109
100

94
63.6
54.5
100

34553
12181
5435
1288

Our initial hypothesis read that the bigger the number of extracted
frames respectively the greater the image feature overlap would be, the
better the yield of results in form of resolution and visual quality of the
generated models would be.This assumption turned out to be unfounded.
The most successful surface reconstruction – model quality – results from a

 Figure 12:Top to bottom: 1fps, 2fps,
3fps, and 5fps. Comparison between
original image (left), which has been
auto-rectified in VisualSfM and models
produced (right). Quality of model
generated depreciates over larger
number of fps.
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feed-in range between one to five frames per second (Figures 12 and 13).
The camera records thirty frames per second, accordingly, a five frame-persecond selection implies the use of every sixth frame. In our tests this
corresponded to a travel distance of sixteen centimetres between the single
selected frames – equivalent eighty centimetres at a one frame-per-second
rate. Measurement of success was based on the quality of the visualisation
of the textured geometry produced using the CMPMVS software.

7. HIGH-END PARAGON
We believe that our low-cost methods are particularly suitable for academic
studio missions, besides that we stay down to earth.While we worked on
the post-processing methods in our project, the Street View producer
Google announced a field campaign which definitely marks the current highend reference and benchmark related to our moderate foot soldier
approach.The company for the first time mounted its expensive camera
technology on a backpack – showcasing the Grand Canyon’s most popular
hiking trails on the South Rim and other walkways.
“The so-called trekker captures images every 2.5 seconds with 15
cameras that are 5 megapixels each from the rest areas, the steep
switch-backs, the change from juniper trees to scrub brush and the
traffic that moves aside as a courtesy to mule riders.The GPS data
is limited, so Google must compensate with sensors that record
temperature, vibrations and the orientation of the device as it
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 Figure 13: Less is more. CMPMVS
screenshot of a landscape model at
one frame per second feed-in rate,
representing the actual quality we are
able to generate with our low-cost
tools.Top Left: Original image.Top
Right: 3D Point cloud. Bottom Left: 3D
Shaded surface. Bottom Right: 3D
textured surface (model).

changes, before it stiches the images together and makes them
available to users [...].” [11]
The used rosette of cameras (Figure 14) is the latest evolution in mapping
technology made by the Mountain View Company, California [11].

 Figure 14:The ‘trekker’ during a demonstration at Grand Canyon National Park.The device weighs about 18 kilograms, it is about 1.2
metres in height (Photos: AP/Rick Bowmer).

8. LIMITS OF PLAYTHING TECHNOLOGY
As experimentation affine fieldworkers we have to be open to ridicule.The
rubber boat represents such openness as does the plaything drone that we
had aboard. One of our main benefits of these playthings unquestionably is
the fact that we never would have dared to apply the described technology
and methods in the given environment, if they would have been subject to
high expenditure and material value.The price we pay for the low-cost
solution is the limited model quality we can currently achieve.The front
camera objective of the flying device features such a large distortion error
value that it has to be auto-rectified by the software VisualSfM,
compensating the distortion.The auto-rectification function – it can also be
turned off – applies a constant correction parameter using the central
portion of the corrected image for use.The drone camera is too low-grade
to be calibrated for radial distortion with the help of existent software.
Calibration of the cameras would be basically advisable in order to reduce
reconstruction errors in the model generation process. A possibility to
bypass this demerit lies in the application of picture material postprocessing techniques to compensate the distortion, for example the use of
fisheye filters of Adobe Premiere (Windows), After Effects or Motion (Mac).
Also manual work with Adobe Photoshop can help to correct massive
distortion of extracted images.There are sundry other software-based
possibilities to bypass such problems but in our work we deliberately do
not aim for perfection. In the context of our academic design research
studio work with students, even a deficient model sometimes makes sense
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and is better than nothing (Figure 15). However, the better the available and
chosen camera technology will become, the better the quality of the
producible models will be.

9. FOOT SOLDIER EXPECTATIONS
The craft of the fieldwork conducting foot soldier will expectedly remain
shirt-sleeve, what will rapidly change are precision, accuracy and
dependability of the available equipment.The complexity of operations will
have to be increased, from the current image-based modelling approach
towards a conflation of GIS data sets and their corresponding image-based
geometries. Conflation – in GIS – is defined as the process of combining
geographic information from overlapping sources in order to retain accurate
data, minimize redundancy, and reconcile data conflicts [12]. Next steps in
our efforts of expansion of action and refinement of results will be based
on the progresses in software development and hardware availability.The
next generation of outdoor action cameras is in the stores – insignificantly
more expensive but considerably more powerful, coming with reduced
distortion due to flat lens waterproof housing, picture in video capture
capabilities, significantly higher resolution and wireless network functionality.
Also, an improved aircraft will be in our baggage. Not unrealistic that a
handheld 3D scanner system with real-time 3D reconstruction capability
might be part of our equipment.These scanners come with software
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 Figure 15: Faulty result from an AR.
Drone 2.0 flight. Auto-rectified barrel
distortion in VisualSfM.

development kits, which enable developers to create various new
applications [13]. And certainly one must experiment with Light Detection
And Ranging (LIDAR) technology, which is being integrated into standard
GIS software [14].With the help of these advanced tools and methods,
many of the remaining white spots on the digital world map will be
successfully filled with three-dimensional information. Literally playing with
tools and toys, in cooperation with students and colleagues, is an effective
way for detecting new uses for existent equipment and generating
outcomes which had not been achieved via conventional methods.The
operation under the urban canopy necessitates experimental and playful
approaches, the established professional providers of spatial data are not
covering these rather invisible layers of the urban realm.
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